A systematic investigation of the various multicondition generalized inverses of Z -P, where P is the transition matrix of a finite, irreducible, discrete-time Markov chain, is presented. The characterizations are based upon the result that Z -P + tu' is nonsingular if and only if t and u are chosen so that n't + 0, where n is the stationary probability vector of P, and de # 0, where e is the vector of ones. Partitioned forms for the g-inverses are also presented based on a f&rank factorization of Z -P. Special well-known cases such as the group inverses and the Moore-Penrose inverse are given.
INTRODUCTION
in deriving the moments of first-passage times [2, 8, 9, 11, 13, 141; and for the moments of the occupations times [2, 8, 9, 11, 141 . Furthermore, generalized inverses have also been applied to related problems in the study of continuous-time Markov chains [9] , and Markov renewal processes and their associated semi-Markov processes [8, 91. There are a variety of conditions that can be imposed upon generalized inverses, and before we discuss the ramifications of these conditions when applied to generalized inverses of the Markovian kernel I -P, we introduce the relevant definitions and notation.
DEFINITIONS OF GENERALIZED INVERSES
Let A E [w mx "I, the class of m x m matrices whose elements are real. We consider matrices X E Iw mxm which satisfy one or more of the following conditions:
(1) AXA = A, (2) XAX = x, (3) (AX)'= AX, (4) (xA)'= XA.
Let A{i,j,..., l} denote the set of matrices X which satisfy equations (i)>(j)>..., (I) from among Equations (l), (2) , (3) [2] , and Rao and Mitra [19] , the symbol A-is often used to designate A(') an arbitrary element of A (1) . Such a one-condition generalized inverse is' also commonly called a g-inverse, or an "equation solving generalized inverse," [2, p. 931. Other important generalized inverses, with descriptions as given by Campbell and Meyer [2, pp. 92-961 , are the following:
a reflexive g-inverse (a prescribed-range mill-space generalized inverse);
A"s3'.
A&4';
a least-squares generalized inverse; a minimum-norm generalized inverse; A (1,2,3.4) : the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse.
For square matrices A we can also consider the condition:
If A is square and rank(A) = rank( A') then an A(1,2,5) matrix exists and it is unique. Such a matrix is called the group inverse of A, denoted by A#.
In the studies alluded to in Section 1 when A = Z -P, Hunter [8, 9, 11, 121 used , in the main, only onecondition g-inverses of A, i.e. A('); Decell and Odell [3,  171 used a two-condition g-inverse, in particular an A(lx3) g-inverse; Meyer and others [2, 5, 6, used the group inverse A (1, 2, 5) ; and the Moore-Penrose g-inverse has been considered by various authors [18, 231. Wachter [22] presented a selection of special g-inverses that satisfy certain additional conditions.
In some instances the restrictive nature of a multicondition g-inverse is not required for the problem at hand, whereas in other cases, the imposition of extra conditions often brings about a simple structural result. For example, in [9] and [ 111, the author discusses the computation of the matrix of mean first-passage times, M, of a finite irreducible Markov chain. An expression for M can be given in terms of a one-condition g-inverse [ll, p. 120 (Theorem 7.3.6) ]; if additional restrictions are imposed, simpler structural forms of the expression for M can be given (see [ll, .6A, B, C, D)]). By characterizing all possible multicondition g-inverses of Z -P we have at our disposal an arsenal of forms that can be used in any study involving g-inverses of Z -P in an attempt to derive simpler forms for the expressions of interest. A further outgrowth of this study should center around the computational considerations for various g-inverses. For example, A(') can be found by a "sweepout" process, whereas A(1,2,5) requires specific algorithmic procedures. An intermediate, say a two-condition, g-inverse may be found by a simpler routine and yet yield a g-inverse which can be used in a simple structural expression.
In the study to follow we seek characterizations of the various multicondition g-inverses of Z -P that can arise. At the outset it should be pointed out many of the results in this paper are extensions of earlier results established in the MSc. thesis by Wachter [22] , some of which also appear in the paper by Paige, Styan, and Wachter [18] .
In this paper we assume that P is the transition matrix of a finite m-state discrete-time Markov chain, so that P is a square m X m matrix of nonnegative elements such that each row sum is one. In addition we require that the Markov chain be irreducible, so that the matrix A = Z -P has index one, i.e. rank(A) = rank(A'), and nullity one, i.e. rank(A) = m -1. In [22] , Wachter considered square matrices with real elements subject to the condition that the nullity is one. Such a matrix has index one if and only if its zero eigenvalue is simple. Consequently, while the results of this paper are extensions of the results in [22] , some of the results in [22] are more general, since they apply to matrices A for which Z -A need not be a stochastic matrix. However, it should also be pointed out that while Wachter derived special classes of multicondition g-inverses of A, he did not provide any unique characterizations, let alone any fully efficient forms of the various classes of g-inverses.
GENERALIZED
INVERSES OF MARKOVIAN KERNELS THEOREM 3.1. Let P be the transition matrix of a finite irreducible Ma&v chain with stationary probability vector II' = (TV, r2,. . . , n,,,). Let t and u be any vectors and let e' = (l,l, . . . , 1).
(a) Z -P + tu' is non.singuZur if and 0nZy if n't # 0 and u'e + 0.
(b) Zf n't # 0 and u'e # 0, then (I -P + tu')-' is a g-inverse of Z -P.
Theorem 3.1 follows from a result given in Hunter [9, Theorem 3.31; Wachter [22, Theorem 3.1.11 had earlier presented results that enable the same conclusions to be reached assuming only that Z -P has nullity one.
Two corollaries of Theorem 3.1 were presented in [9] , both providing characterizations of the class A{ 1) where A = I -P. where H is an arbitrary matrix.
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 any g-inverse of I -P can be expressed as
where f and g are arbitrary vectors.
Observe that the characterizations (3.1) and (3.2) have, respectively, m2 and 2m arbitrary terms, apart from the prespecified t and u.
It is possible to reduce the number of arbitrary elements, and the following theorem gives a completely efficient characterization of A{ 1) with a minimal number of parameters. First observe that any A (') of the form (3.3) is a generalized inverse of Z -P by virtue of (3.2) with ym = f arld Bz,,~ 1 = g.
Furthermore, any A-of Z -P has the characterization given by (3.2) , and consequently, with y,,, and z, 1 defined by (3.4) and (3.5), we have that In passing, we remark that it is easily verified that Bz,_ i # ke for any z, _ i and k # 0. Thus any component in the representation of the form ken' must arise with yh = ka'.
In our discussion thus far it has been assumed that u and t are fixed vectors which, subject to the conditions u'e # 0 and n't # 0, are also arbitrary. The next theorem shows that such flexibility does not lead to an increase in the number of possible parameters. 
3.3.
Let P be the transition matrix of a finite irreducible Markov chain with stationary probability vector IT'. Let ui and t i be such that u:e # 0 and n't, # 0 for i = 1,2. Then (3.8) where 
From Theorem 3.1 all the inverses stated above exist. To derive (3.6) take X = Z -P + tlu;, a = t,, and b = us -ul, together with the results given by Equations (3.13) and (3.17) of Hunter [9] , viz.
10) (3.11) with t = t 1 and u = ul. Similarly (3.7) follows from (3.9) with X = Z -P + tp;, a = t, -t,, and b = ul, using (3.10) and (3.11) with t = t, and u = ur. Equation (3.8) follows from (3.7) and (3.9) with X = I -P + tzu;, or (3.6) and (3.9) with X = I -P + tpk. Using this latter procedure one obtains with substitution of (I -P + tlui)-' from (3.6) yielding (3.8) upon noting lT'( z -I",) = 0'. The above corollary, which follows directly from (3.8), shows that it is an easy matter to convert g-inverses of Z -P based upon the inverse (I -P + t 2ub) -' to any other g-inverse based upon the inverse (I -P + t lu;) -' and vice versa. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1,
does not depend on 6 # 0.
Proof. From(3.14)witht,=6t,t,=t,andu,=uz=u,
6( a't)(u'e) e*" where Collecting the terms yields the result that, for all 6 # 0, A(,l)~(Z-p+t+~-(qt;);:,e) = A(,').
n Corollary 3.3.3 is a new result and one that is useful in reconciling different forms of the same g-inverse that have appeared in the literature; in particular see Theorem 4.7, to follow.
Determination of certain m&condition g-inverses of Z -P can be effected by using a full-rank factorization of Z -P (see Chapter 1, ). Since P is irreducible, Z -P has rank m -1 and we may partition Z -P as Z-P= is a full-rank factorization of Z -P. Corollary 3.3.3(f) of [9] gives an expression for a g-inverse of Z -P, under the partitioning of (3.16), as A{ 1,2} consists of all matrices A('), given by (3.2), which satisfy condition (2), i.e. A(')(Z -P)Acs = A('). we obtain the result that
from which (4.1) follows. or the we general fm, as given by (3.15).
Wachter [22, Section 3.2, p. 55 ff.] discusses the derivation of g-inverses E A{ 1,2} for matrices of nullity one. From his Theorem 3.2.1 we have that (I -P +tu')-'
-eh' E A{ 1,2} if and only if a't # 0, u'e # 0, andh't = l/u'e, equivalent to (4.5), while from his Corollary 3.
we deduce that (I -P + tu')-1 -hn'= A{1,2} if and only if Ir't #O, u'e# 0, and T't = l/u'h, equivalent to (4.4). Note that a necessary and sufficient condition for a g-inverse A ~ of A to be reflexive is that the rank(A-) = rank(A) (Lemma 2.5.1 of Rao and Mitra [19]). In our context, rank(Z -P) = m -1, so that A{ 1,2} consists of all
g-inverses with rank m -1. Th is rank condition, or (4.1), implies that at least one of the vectors f and g must be nonzero. Ben-Israel and Greville [l] give an efficient characterization of A{1,2} using a full-rank factorization of a fixed but arbitrary element of A{ 1,2}. The expression (4.10) has 2m -2 arbitrary parameters, one fewer than that required for the A { l} c h aracterization. If in Theorem 4.1 we take f = y,,, and g = Bz,_ i, as in Theorem 3.2, we see that the condition (4.1) effectively specifies one of the arbitrary 2m -1 parameters.
4.2.
Characterizations ofA{1,3}, A{1,4}, a&4 (1,5 Let A@) be an arbitrary member of A{ 1) as given by (3.2) . Using Equation (3.10) it is easily seen that where a = --& -(I -P)g. (4.12) Now A(') E A { 1,3} if and only if (AA(l))' = AA('), i.e. Ta' = aT'. Postmultiplication by 71 yields a = (a'lr/a'n)?r. But from (4.12), a'T = T'a = 1 and the condition (4.1) follows.
n Wachter [22, p. 52, Corollary 3.1.61 claims that, for matrices I -P of nullity one, (I -P + eiu')-' E A{ 1,3} if and only if IT = kej; but this is not possible when P is a stochastic matrix, since all the elements of n are positive for irreducible Markov chains.
COROLLARY

4.3.1.
Zf P is irreducible with stationary probability vector T andA=Z-P, then
where de z 0 and y is an arbitrary vector.
Proof.
Any A('), as given by (3.2) , can be reexpressed, using Corollary 3.3.1, as
A(')=(Z-P+qu')-'+ef'+ga'.
The condition (4.11) with t = 71 becomes (I -P)g = 0, which implies that, for some k, g = ke, and (4.13) follows with y' = f'+ kn'. --F(Z-P)=$. de (4.14)
Proof.
With A(') as stated, using Equation (3.11) , it is easily seen that lf P is irreducible with stationary probability vector T andA=l-P, then
where a't # 0 and z is an arbitrary vector.
Any A(') can be reexpressed, using Corollary 3.3.1, as
The condition (4.14) with u = e becomes f'(Z -P) = 0', which implies that, for some k, f' = ka' and (4.16) follows with z = ke + g. Zf P is irreducible with stationary probability vector II'andA=Z-P, then A{1,5} = {(Z-P+~T')~~+~~T'}, (4.19) where k is an arbitrary constant.
From Corollary 3.3.1, any g-inverse of Z -P can be represented as A(')= (I -P -tea')-l+ef'+gn'.
Taking t = e and u' = v', so that a't = u'e = a'e = 1 f 0, the conditions (4.17) and (4.18) are satisfied only if (I -P)g = 0 and f'(Z -P) = 0. Thus g = k,e and f'= fia, and (4.19) follows with k = k, + k,.
n Obviously the expression given for A{ 1,5} is fully efficient with precisely one unknown parameter. Note that Corollary 3.3.3 leads to additional flexibility in the specification of A { 1,5}.
4.3.
Characterizations of Three-Condition Generalized Inverses A{ 1, j, k} A{ 1,2,5} consist of a unique matrix A (Lo,') = A*, the group inverse of Z -P. This result first appeared in Theorem 5.5 of Meyer [14] .
It is easily verified that A{ 1,3,5} and A{ 1,4,5} exist if and only if n'= (l/m, l/m,.. .) l/m), which is equivalent to the condition that P is doubly stochastic (cf. Exercise 7. 1.6 in [ll, p. 961) . Under this restriction, we derive, using (3.15), A{1,3,5} =A{1,4,5} = {(IP+ee')-'+/3elr'}.
In our derivation of Theorem 4.6 we preselected particular forms of (I -P + tu')-'. However, general forms for these g-inverses can be derived by manipulations using Theorem 3.3. Partitioned forms of these generalized inverses can also be derived using the full-rank factorization of I -P as given by Theorem 3.4. The details of the derivations are omitted; the essential ingredients can be found in [l, p. 1931 .
With I -P partitioned as in (3.16) (4.31)
The group inverse, Aos2,5) = A#, has a particular relevance in Ma.kovchain theory (cf. [2] , [9] , [ll], [13] ). The expression given by (4.29) gives a very useful derivation of A#, and establishes the invariance of (I -ll)G( ZlI) where II = e& and G is any generalized inverse of Z -P (cf. [ll, p. 1661) . With F and G as given by the factorization (3.19), Equation (4.32) follows by noting, using (3.9) , that (GF)-1 = (Z -P,, +ep')-' = (I -PI,)-'(I -en;_l). Equation (4.32) thence expands to give (4.33) . Further, (4.34) follows from (4.29) with (I -P +ty')- ' derived from (3.20) . Note also that (4.34) expands to give (4.33) .
Another derivation of A#, which leads to (4.32) follows from an exercise in [l, p. 1951 . Zf P is irreducible with stationary probability vector n, the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A = Z -P is given by
The uniqueness of A' is well known (e.g. The first known derivation of the Moore-Penrose g-inverse of A = Z -P appears in Wachter [22, A later derivation appears in Paige, Styan, and Wachter [la, Theorem 3.21, where Ben-Israel and GreviIle [ 1, p. 1931 give a general partitioned form of Moore-Penrose g-inverses which leads, in this case, to (4.38) .
Alternatively, (4.40) follows from (4.37) and (3.20) . The equivalence of (4.38) and (4.40) follows via the expanded form (4.39).
Ben-Israel and Greville [l, p. 231 also give the result that if A = FG is a full-rank factorization, as given by (3.19) , then A' = G'(F'AG')-'F'.
Such a procedure leads to (4.38) It is easily verified that (4.41) and (4.42) are equivalent if and only if T = e/m, and the result follows using Exercise 7.1.6 in [9, p. 961.
n Theorem 4.8 was also established by Meyer [14] using a vector-space argument.
Sharpe and Styan in two papers, [20] and [21] , considered the derivation of the "general network inverse" of a double centered matrix, i.e. the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix with all its rows and columns summing to zero. In the context of this paper, if P is doubly stochastic then Z -P is doublecentered, but not vice versa. Equation (4.37) is closely connected with equation (28) 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the derivation of expressions for MC'), the matrix of rth moments of the first-passage times in a Markov chain, or more generally in a semi-Markov process, considerable simplification can be effected by assuming that the utilized generalized inverse has some special structure (see, in particular, Section 5 of Hunter [9] ). Further research is underway to examine the consequences of using the various multicondition generalized inverses as developed in this paper, in the derivation of expressions for MC') (T 2 I).
Further study is also required to determine the efficient computation of these various generalized inverses and their implementation in the problems described in the introductory section.
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